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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion  

The conclusion of the research entitled The Struggle of Mata Hari Resisting 

Against Patriarchal System in Europe in Mata Hari Novel by Paulo Coleho which 

the writer did, there are numbers of points; the first, of course about the 

characterizations Mata Hari has. In this point, the characterizations of Mata Hari 

is described in the narration through the descriptions, the dialogues, and explains 

when Mata Hari tells about herself. Overall, Mata Hari is a kind of woman who is 

smart, beautiful, elegant, brave, and critical—the aspects that majority people 

named as masculinity in thinking and acting—. Mata Hari with all her 

characterizations denies people those opine that the characterizations like those all 

is men’s, she denies it all by having all the masculinity characterizations. 

The second point and as the main point, Mata Hari with all her 

characterizations forms her to be feminist woman. Every part in Mata Hari’s life, 

she has to face patriarchal system, start from her birth, until the end of her life. 

Every the part is never easy to Mata Hari, but Mata Hari passes it all elegantly 

with her own way. Every part she has to pass makes Mata Hari changes herself. 

Makes Mata Hari becomes the better and better version again when she solves it 

one by one. 
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Furthermore, the writer divides the four big lines patriarchy in Mata Hari’s 

live, 1) Mata Hari faces the patriarchy when she was child because the high and 

good education she has, and she resists it with her success in finishing her 

education and being teacher. 2) The patriarchy occurs when she moves to her new 

school and she gets sexual abuse, and Mata Hari ends it through her achievement 

in sitting on the higher social status than her principal has. 3) The next serious 

patriarchy she has to handle is when she marries an officer, because it makes Mata 

Hari becomes like a slave, and she makes good ending by running away and 

getting her freedom again. 4) Patriarchy in this point is when Mata Hari is being 

trapped by Loudoux, and she with her pride reaches the another meaning of 

freedom.  

 

B. Suggestion  

Based on the research the writer did, the writer suggests to the next researchers 

who want to observe the same theme with the writer to make the analysis about 

the correlation between the characterizations with the feminism. The next 

researchers are able to observe how the characterizations are formed, what the 

impact for the action the figures take, and what points that make the figures being 

feminist.   

 

 


